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1. Design Patterns 

Design patterns are becoming increasingly popular as mechanisms to describe general 
solutions to design problems that can be reused in the construction of different applications. 
Gamma et al. [Garnma95] define design patterns as descriptions of communicating object 
classes that are customized to solve a general problem in a particular contexto The basic 
rnotivation behind the pattern idea resides in the fact that similar design problems recur in 
different context [Cockburn96, Pree94, Riehle96, Buschmann96]. The main goal of patterns is 
to solve a specific design problem allowing flexibility of evolution. 

Patterns make possible to talk, as well as to think about designs on a higher level of 
abstraction. Instead of thinking in terms of individual classes and their behavior, it is possible to 
start to think in terms of collaborating classes, their relationship and responsibilities. This raises 
the level in which designers communicate and discuss design decisions. In this sense, one ofthe 
potential benefits that the use of patterns brings to software development is the understanding 
and maintenance of designs. 

Essentially, a design pattern expresses a design intent, suggesting a generic organization 
of classes and distribution of responsibilities among them, that solve a design problem. If a user 
has a design problem and knows which pattern intent to solve his problem, and what classes and 
methods the pattern prescribes. Then, the user can apply this pattern in his design making more 
reusable ones. Once the design has been finished, a11 methods prescribed by the pattern must be 
implemented. If a pattern was used more than one time in the same application, its methods 
must be implemented each time. 

2. Tbe Problem 

To be the patterns effectively useful in the maintenance phase, it is necessary that they 
are well documented and reflected in the program codeo Unfortunately, this not always happens 
mainly because the pattern implementation depends on the facilities provided by the target 
programming language. 

In catalogues, the pattern implementation is often given by several informal 
recommendations, in terms of examples or template code, mainly in c++ and Smalltalk. Sorne 
languages can support a pattern directly by means of constructs or mechanisms of the language 
itself. For example, the pattern Singleton in Modula-3 through the module construct, or the 



Iterator pattern in CLU. On the other hand, the same pattem can be distorted or complicated 
because of the lack of a supporting language construct or mechanism. For example, the pattem 
Proxy in C++, because of C++ is a strongly typed language, or the Adapter in Smalltalk, 
because of the pattem Adapter needs multiple inheritance. Furthermore, the same pattem can be 
implemented in very different ways in the same programming language. For example, in the 
pattern Observer a c1ass can have the responsibility of taking the decision to notify a 
modification and another c1ass can have the responsibility of notifying the modification to all its 
dependents. Another altemative is that the same class can -have both responsibilities, that is, to 
take the decision and to notify the modification to aIl its dependents. 

In this way, with the usual programming languages, there is no easy way to keep a trace 
in the application code that parterns were applied during designo This causes valuable 
information to be lost during maintenance of application programs. Maintenance consists in 
assessing and adapting an operational system according to changes in the environment of the 
system and in the needs that the system is supposed to fulfil1. Maintenance is best conduced 
when all the information produced during the system life cycle is available, in particular which 
patterns were applied during designo Unfortunately, the current practice in that maintenance is 
most often based on the application code of the operational system and not in the application 
designo In this way, the advantages given by parterns in the design phase, like understanding and 
communicating design, are not applied in the maintenance phase. 

Several works have been developed to maintain design parterns in the application codeo 
Design parterns are recovered from application code in [Camp097] and [Lange95] works. In 
these works, particular characteristics of each partern have been identified that aIlow the 
identification ofthe potential parterns used in an application. These characteristics are compared 
with an existing application and the potential parterns used in the application are identified. The 
defmition of partern characteristics is a very hard task, for example, it has been very difficult to 
make a differentiation among the characteristics of similar parterns (such as, Composite and 
Decorator, or State and Strategy). Furthermore, for sorne patterns, it was not possible to find 
them, so the authors took into account specific aspects of a particular implementation language. 
This aIlows finding more potential parterns but it depends ón a specific programming language. 
Another drawback is that these works assume that the application to be analyzed was made 
using parterns, on the contrary case any partern would be found . 

• Another approach to maintain a trace of partems in the application code is the 
construction of a tool for automatically generating partern code from information supplied by 
the designer [Eden97, Budinsky96, Bosh96]. These tools introduce new notations by which the 
user can specify the parterns to be applied in the application. The tool uses this information to 
generate the code corresponding to those parterns in a specific programming language. This 
solution has sorne drawbacks, each time a partern needs to be incorporated or deleted, the 
application code must be regenerated, this can produce errors in the classes affected by the 
partern. Moreover, when new parterns are added in a tool it must be modified, this can produce 
errors in applications already created with the too1. 

The proposition to represent each design pattem with a special class, called Pattern 
class, implemented in C++ was presented in [Soukup92]. This class is a friend class and has the 
same pattern logic and behavior as the partern, the main purpose of the Pattern class is the 
interface. However, only few partern classes are represented and is uncertain whether -all 
partems can be implemented as this kind of c1ass. The class that represents a partern manipulates 
the internal object structure ofthe classes that form the partem violating the encapsulation. Ifthe 
attribute name of a c1ass is changed the corresponding Pattern class must be changed to 
maintain consistency. 
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The definition of several general-purpose language constructors and mechanisms that 
would simplify design patterns implementation was proposed in [Baumgartener96]. In this work 
each design pattern has been examined in detail, taking into account its implementation in 
different prograrnming languages. Using this analysis the authors describe the main 
characteristics that a programming language must have in order to simplify the pattem 
implementation. Unfortunately, a programming language with these characteristics does not 
currently exist. 

In all cases, any solution should consider the fact that is necessary to recognize that the 
design Uves inside the running system, defining the way such system behaves at runtime. 
Statically, on the other hand, the design also defines how the different components ofthe system 
are structured to implement such behavior. In other words, the design can be seen as a 
metamodel of the software system, which defines how such software is structured and behaves. 
If a mean to represent and implement such a metamodel at runtime were available then an 
explicit trace of the involved design structures could be deduced from the code itself. In this 
sense the use of computational reflection techniques appears as a reasonable altemative. 

3. Our Approach - Reflective Architecture for the Representation of 
Design Patterns 

In this work we propose a reflective model that allows representing design pattems as 
an explicit part of applications. In this model, pattems are reified as metalevel constructs, which 
provide the essential control structure that drives the program behavior during runtime. 

The reflective architecture proposed has two levels: metalevel, or rejlective level, and 
base level (Figure 1). The metalevel allows representing design pattems and the base level 
contains the specific information of the application under development. In this architecture the 
metalevel represents design pattems and the base level represents the specific elements of an 
application. Application classes, their methods, and relationships among classes are designed at 
this level. At run-time, the metalevel manipulates the objects at the base level according to the· 
architecture defined by the pattems used in the application. 
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Reflective architecture for the representation of design patterns. 

When a pattem is used in an application the association between the base and metalevel 
is done. At run-time, when an object at the base level receives a message the reflection 
mechanism takes the decision whether redirects the thread of control to the metalevel, according 
to the applied pattem. 



A pattern can be seen as a fine-grained frarnework, which prescribe a template of the 
control structure to solve a design problem. This control structure is represented by a metaobject 
class [Maes88] at the metalevel. Several design patterns have been analyzed, such as Gamrna's 
and Buschman's patterns and another patterns proposed in the literature (e.g., the Backup pattern 
[Subranmanian97]), and their template ofthe control structure represented by a rnetaobject class 
at the metalevel. By means of the use of metaobject classes for representing design patterns it is 
possible to maintain traceability in order to preserve patterns information for helping in the 
understanding and maintenance of applications. Metaobject classes can be reused whenever the 
patterns are used in the same or different applications. If a new pattern is necessary in an 
existing application to increase its functionality, it is possible to incorporate the new pattern 
dynamically. To do this, it is necessary to identify the pattern that we want to use and the 
application classes involved in the pattern, and codify sorne methods prescribed by the pattern. 

The reflective architecture supports several patterns but not all patterns proposed in the 
literature, however it is possible to need a pattern not represented yet in the reflective 
architecture for the construction of a new application. There are mechanisms to introduce a new 
pattern in the reflective architecture, it is only necessary to identify the template of the control 
structure ofthe new pattern and represent it in a new metaobject class. 

Sorne patterns are naturally formulated using one strategy where all methods and 
objects of a class go through a reflective behavior: we call this strategy class reflection. For 
other patterns, it is sufficient to apply a reflective behavior to sorne methods of the class: we call 
this strategy method reflection. Still other patterns are naturally formulated by having sorne 
objects of a class go through the reflective behavior: we call this strategy object reflection. 
These strategies define a reflection taxonomy. 

The reflective architecture and taxonomy was implemented in the CLOS [Kiczalzes91] 
prograrnming language by the introduction of sorne changes in its kernel. The most important 
change concerns to the re-defmition of the primitive message-passing function, which checks if 
there is a }netaobject bound to the target object [Marcos99]. If there is one, the message is 
delegated to the metaobject. The taxonomy can be used in the construction of several systems 
which need reflective characteristics. 
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